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ME





I’m finding the ongoing end of the 
world incredibly exhausting



The School of Athens (c. 1509-1511)
Raphael di Sanzio





A new way of seeing





New technologies 
New ways of work 
New forms of organization 
New urgent challenges





We have this tremendous opportunity 
to think and act differently.



We have this tremendous opportunity 
to think and act differently.

To start a New Renaissance.



This is the punchline:

We can design our way out of  
the mess we’re in.

But we’re going to need some
new ways of designing.
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The future is not just  
something that happens to us.



The future is not just  
something that happens to us. 
 
What are the futures  
we want to see happen?



From  
institutional  
breakdown  
to  
democratic  
revival





54%
of people across Latin America  

are indifferent to democracy









Our institutions are failing to  
deliver the outcomes we expect



Our institutions are failing to  
deliver the outcomes we expect 
– and that’s a pretty big problem





Our political interfaces are based 
on a different way of living





We are now continuously 
surrounded by synthetic realities



Healthy democracies need  
new political interfaces.  
And those interfaces  
need to be designed.



From  
institutional  
breakdown  
to  
democratic  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From  
climate  
emergency  
to  
regenerative  
economies











Most of the solutions exist already 
– we just don’t know how to get 
them to the right people









Over the next decade, every 
product and service we know 
will need to be redesigned
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climate  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informal  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to  
networked  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This was not a technical decision: 
this was a social decision



We make collective choices 
about how we adopt emerging 
technologies. Including AI.





AI could widen the gap between 
digital and informal economies



AI could widen the gap between 
digital and informal economies  
or it could enable a new generation 
of middle-class entrepreneurship
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This is the punchline:

We can design our way out of  
the mess we’re in.

But we’re going to need some
new ways of designing.



The design industry is going through 
an existential crisis



















Suddenly design became  
the coolest thing



Suddenly design became  
the coolest thing – until it wasn’t



Great expectations



Great expectations met  
bad creative management.



Great expectations met  
bad creative management. 
And then a freaking  
pandemic happened.







It’s the end of an era in design. 
Not the end of design.



What comes next?
1. Unbundling
2. Grounding
3. Experimentation



Unbundling
Breaking away from one-size-fits-all 
templates for deploying design







“What’s the return-on-design?” 
“How are we measuring impact?” 
“What are your quarterly targets?” 
“What’s your plan for the year?”



These aren’t bad questions. 
 
But they’re not going to make you more creative or more 
innovative. 
 
Sorry.



The obsession with managing 
creativity  
leads inevitably to uncreative 
outcomes



Grounding
Connecting design with the  
diverse communities and realities where it 
can have meaningful impact





Magic folk vs. “the muggles”



There’s a lot of power in preserving  
a sense of inside and outside



People should not be refused 
access to the tools to solve their  
own problems



Artificial intelligence should lead us 
towards radical accessibility



Experimentation
Playing around with new ways of 
organizing design and creativity













There is no one true way to organize 
design – and I think that’s beautiful



I think we’ll see more and more of:
1. Unbundling
2. Grounding
3. Experimentation



There are a lot of really talented  
people out there with amazing ideas  
and access to unbelievable technology



This is the sign you were waiting  
for to quit your job and go make something 
awesome.  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This is the sign you were waiting  
for to quit your job and go make something awesome.  
 
 
Just kidding. Or not.



This is the punchline:

We can design our way out of  
the mess we’re in.

But we’re going to need some
new ways of designing.





I’ve spent way too much  
time freaking out about  
the end of the world



I now want to imagine crazy,  
wonderful futures. 
Then figure out how  
to make them happen.



Subscribe at 
mutaciones.la



We’re building a movement for a
New Renaissance for Latin America.

You should join us.



It’s a wonderful time  
to double down on the 
value of creativity.



Hi, I’m Eduardo 👋
and I came here to nerd out

ig: @piscosourgram
tw: @piscosour
tk: @therealpiscosour



AND REMEMBER:

Everything will 
be alright
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